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2 CHEK TENNIS
CONDITIONING SPECIALIST

Welcome to the most comprehensive course on tennis conditioning anywhere! 
This program was created by CHEK Faculty Leigh Brandon, based on the 

work of Holistic Health Practitioner Paul Chek, world renowned for his expertise 
in corrective exercise, high performance conditioning and integrated approach to 
health and well-being.  Leigh and Paul are co-authors of The Tennis Biomechanic’s 
Manual and this live training program is based on the same techniques they 
each use with their clients, including some of the up and coming tennis players 
on the circuit today.

Why Condition Specifically for Tennis?

In order for any tennis player to 
improve his or her game, they need 
to improve upon and condition the 

most important tool used … their 
body! 

CHEK Faculty Leigh Brandon and C.H.E.K Institute 
Founder Paul Chek combine their skill and expertise to 

explain not only the biomechanics of playing tennis but also 
the importance of proper self-conditioning to achieve peak 

performance. Designed for for fitness professionals or tennis 
pros interested in exercise and conditioning tennis players, this 

series presents an in-depth, detailed look at how different systems 
in the body affect the game of tennis. Keen tennis players will also 
greatly benefit from following the seven phases of conditioning 
that make up the Grand Slam approach to training.

Be warned – this is not a quick and easy solution to improving 
anyone’s game. It will require an investment of time and energy 
on the part of both the trainer and the player. Let’s face it, if con-
ditioning for any sport was quick and easy, we would all be elite 

athletes! But by using the Grand Slam approach and following 
the Flexibility – Stability – Strength – Power formula, tennis 
players will see a significant improvement in their game 
within a short time.

The CHEK Tennis Conditioning Specialist Level 1 program 
includes three-days of hands-on practical training, teaching you how to assess 
the status of your tennis clients, and then prescribe a stretching and conditioning 
program that will really help them reach the peak of performance.
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The Grand Slam System of Tennis Conditioning

The Grand Slam approach is designed to address tennis-specific conditioning 
needs and in doing so, improve performance and reduce the risk of injury. Using 
detailed assessments and personalized programming, the individual issues of 
each client can be identified and addressed. Over the three-day workshop, you 
will learn how to:

• Assess the different tennis groundstrokes and serves 
from a biomechanical and postural point of view.

• Test a client’s flexibility and apply the correlating 
stretches.

• Use the Flexibility-Stability-Strength-Power con-
ditioning progression to optimally improve tennis 
performance

• And much more!

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING!
“Paul’s material is some of  the best I have ever found. It has helped me 
evolve personally and professionally in every way.”

Ryan Stevens - Massage Therapist, Colorado, USA 

“It seems every time I take a CHEK course, there is so much valuable 
info and a huge amount of  resources. It also makes me want to learn 
more! Thank You!”

Aaron Robinet - Robinet Fitness, California, USA

“If  you want to double or triple your income, train, be the best in the 
industry and have the respect of  your peers, the C.H.E.K Institute is 
how you do it!”

Dee Tidwell - Elite Fitness Systems, Colorado, USA

“Paul’s programs (any one of  them) are truly cutting-edge. In my own 
experience if  anyone has not taken Paul’s courses (and applied them 
correctly), he will be miles behind the industry!”

Anthony Lopez - Oklahoma, USA
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4 THE COURSE IN DETAIL
Day One

• The Grand Slam System for developing tennis performance.
• The CHEK Totem Pole as it relates to tennis.
• The relationship between posture and performance.
• The theory behind developing stability.
• Inner unit activation and inner-outer unit integration.
• Important factors other than exercise.
• The biomechanical requirements of each tennis shot.
• Assessments for static posture.
• Assessments for systemic flexibility.
• Testing abdominal wall function.
• Homework.

Day Two
• Muscle length/tension and range of motion assessments for tennis players.
• A scientific approach to stretching for tennis.
• Teaching the tennis player how to stretch.
• How to warm up for tennis.
• Basic program design.
• Homework.

Day Three
• The importance of static and dynamic stability training for tennis.
• The application of functional training with the tennis player.
• Outer unit systems and Primal Pattern Movement training for tennis.
• Case study for program design.

Take Home Exam
To ensure students have fully grasped the techniques and understand the 
information presented in the CHEK Tennis Conditioning Specialist Program, a 
comprehensive exam is given.  The exam is designed for students to complete 
at home, giving them the time and allowing them the opportunity to review 
information and organize notes from this three-day intensive.  Students have 
forty-five days to complete the exam and submit it for grading.  

To be recognized as a CHEK Tennis Conditioning Specialist you must obtain a 
passing grade of 80%
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Our Money Back Guarantee!
If within 60 days of completing the CHEK Tennis Conditioning Specialist (provid-
ing you apply the knowledge that you learn) you don't find vast improvements 
in the way you train, we will give you your money back. That's how confident we 
are in this program.

Terms and Conditions of Registration
For complete details of our refund and transfer policy, plus pre-requisite 
deadlines, please visit http://tiny.cc/TennisReg

Required Pre-requisites and Pre-course Studying
There are three prerequisites for the CHEK Tennis Conditioning Specialist Level 
1 program:
• The Tennis Biomechanic’s Manual by Leigh Brandon and Paul 

Chek
• How to Eat, Move and Be Healthy! by Paul Chek
•  Movement That Matters by Paul Chek

The books are available through the C.H.E.K Institute, 
International Affiliates of the C.H.E.K Institute and major 
retailers such as Amazon.com.

Recommended pre-course studying
• Program Design: Choosing Reps, Sets, Loads, Tempo and Rest 

Periods correspondnce course by Paul Chek. Also available as 
a e-learning course.

To order from the C.H.E.K Institute visit www.chekinstitute.com/shop 
or call 1.800.552.8789.

Your Investment

US and Canadian*  Programs
Regular: US $1097   Early Bird: US $997* * 

 

* For Canadian courses, HST or applicable taxes are added according to the 
province the course is held in.

** Early Bird registrations must be received at least 45 days prior to the course 
start date.

Payment plans are available starting from $268. Please see website for details.

Register online at http://tiny.cc/TennisReg

MORE DETAILS
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Course Creator - Paul Chek HHP, Founder of C.H.E.K Institute

Paul Chek is a world-renowned expert in the fields of corrective 
and high-performance exercise kinesiology. For over 25 years, Paul’s 
unique, holistic approach to treatment and education has changed 
the lives of many of his clients, his students and their clients. He 
has produced many advanced-level educational programs and 
authored seven books. Paul is the founder of the Corrective Holistic 
Exercise Kinesiology Institute, based in California, USA.

MEET THE COURSE CREATORS

“I was recommended to Leigh as a fitness specialist by my tennis 
coach as I was in need of  improving my leg strength and stability to 
take my game to the next level, but it was painful for me to put any 
weight on my left knee so was in need of  help.

I also had a painful left shoulder, which as giving me constant 
discomfort while I practiced serves and my back was also a problem.

Through a detailed procedure Leigh found out the most effective 
way to build strength and muscle for my specific genetics. I left that 
day with an action plan which I stuck to for the designated 7 weeks; 
changing slightly each week incorporating different stretches and 
exercises.

I still to this day use the exercises to help maintain a strong core 
which has really been the cause in my success over the last couple of  
months. All of  my injuries have now vanished and its safe to say 
I wouldn’t be were I am today if  it wasn’t for working with Leigh. 
I really hope to see Leigh in the near future so we can make more 
progress together.”

Connor - Tennis player and client of Leigh Brandon, UK

Leigh Brandon CP4, CHEK HLC 3, CHEK Golf Performance Specialist 
Leigh has been working in the field of health and fitness since 
1996. In 2004, Leigh formed his practice, BodyCHEK in London 
where he still works today. He is an author of three fitness books 
and teaches a number of courses and workshops. Some of Leigh’s 
clients have included British and European champions and record 
holders and Olympic athletes. Leigh’s mission is to help as many 
people as possible to reach their health and performance poten-
tial, ‘so they can live more productive, fulfilling and happier lives’. 
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The Corrective Holistic Exercise Kinesiology Institute is an elite educational 
facility based in California. The C.H.E.K Institute specializes in advanced-level  

education  for fitness and healthcare professionals.

The company’s approach to exercise and wellness stems from the training and 
clinical experience of the Institute's founder, Paul Chek. His multidisciplinary 
background is reflected in the philosophy of the C.H.E.K Institute - a person 
should function at optimal health and performance and be able to meet 
the demands of his environment, whether sitting in an office or engaged in 
professional sports. The CHEK approach emphasizes assessments followed by 
personalized programs to ensure success at all levels.

THE C.H.E.K INSTITUTE

Why Become a C.H.E.K Institute-trained Professional?

The results achieved by golfers working with C.H.E.K Institute-Trained Profession-
als  (CHEK ITPs) speak for themselves (see page 4). If you want to learn how to 
achieve the same incredible results and reach a large potential market that can 
afford your services, then you need to be at this program! Not only can golfers 
afford your services, but they also need your services to reduce their incidents of 
injury. Whether you are an exercise specialist or a golf professional, becoming a 
CHEK ITP will expand your value to your clients.

Benefits for C.H.E.K Institute-Trained Professionals

Website Registry Listing 
All CHEK ITPs in good standing with the C.H.E.K Institute are listed online in the 
searchable database at the C.H.E.K Institute’s online community website www.
CHEKconnect.com. This is a free marketing resource! Potential clients in your area 
can find your contact details and read your bio. We refer everyone who calls the 
Institute seeking a CHEK ITP to the database.

Monthly Q&A Coaching Calls  for C.H.E.K Institute-Trained Professionals
Each month we hold an open question and answer call with a CHEK Faculty 
member, exclusively for those who have attended one or more of the C.H.E.K 
Institute’s Advanced Training Programs. An invaluable way to pick the brains of 
our top professionals and get your questions answered.

Monthly Webinars with CHEK Faculty and Guest Experts
CHEK ITPs can attend our monthly webinars free of charge.

C.H.E.K INSTITUTE PROFESSIONALS
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You will be recognized by the C.H.E.K Institute once you complete the CHEK 
Tennis Conditioning Specialist Program. These benefits include a listing on 

the C.H.E.K Institute online database, monthly Q&A call and more.

How to Maintain Your Status as a CHEK Tennis Conditioning Specialist

To remain recognized by the C.H.E.K Institute, and to continue receiving the 
benefits of a C.H.E.K Institute-Trained Professional, students are required to 
maintain a standard of professional development measured every two years. 
This consists of 4 easy steps:

Step 1: Earn up to 50 Professional Development Credits (PDCs) every 2 years
 PDCs can be acquired many different ways, such as attending seminars 

or conventions, writing book reports, completing case histories and 
so on. The exact number of PDCs depends on when you completed 
your first course with the C.H.E.K Institute and the number of C.H.E.K 
Institute programs you have completed.

Step 2:  Hold a current CPR certification 

Step 3:  Be covered by current liability insurance (waived in areas where not 
available)

Step 4:  Complete and submit the C.H.E.K Institute-Trained
 Professional renewal form by the due date

By signing the renewal application form you agree to adhere to the C.H.E.K 
Institute Code Of Ethics, Professional Practices and Disciplinary Procedures.

Complete information on the C.H.E.K Institute-Trained Professional Renewal Program is 
sent to you once you have completed the CHEK Tennis Conditioning Specialist Program.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
REQUIREMENTS

“I originally decided to see Leigh to help me overcome back pain 
that was preventing me from playing tennis. Prior to seeing Leigh, 
I had physiotherapy which was covered by medical insurance and 
after one year of  treatment, the condition hadn’t improved.

Leigh’s knowledge is not only exceptionally detailed but also covers 
an amazingly wide range of  areas. He never guesses about your 
health issues and is always first to research and ask for advice from 
other professionals. This enables him to give you the very best pro-
gramme he can.”

Josh Stokes - Tennis player and client of Leigh Brandon, UK
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At the C.H.E.K Institute we offer four additional Advanced Training Programs: CHEK 
Exercise Coach, the C.H.E.K Practitioner Program (four levels); CHEK Holistic 

Lifestyle Coach Program (three levels) and CHEK Golf Performance Specialist.

CHEK Exercise Coach 

This highly practical five-day course will give you the skills to 
become a superior exercise professional. Correct technique 
is emphasised throughout the course, with the small class 
size allowing for plenty of hands-on assistance from the CHEK 
Faculty. A key component of this program is the integration of 
mind-body fitness and traditional exercise prescription. You 
will understand how different types of exercise, from Tai Chi to 

cardiovascular conditioning to weight-training, affect both parts of the autonomic 
nervous system - an often neglected factor that is vital to achieving success with 
your clients. Assessment procedures are emphasised, as are results-producing 
exercise programs that enhance a client’s function and overall well-being.

CHEK Holistic Lifestyle Coach

This three-level program is based on the techniques that have 
helped thousands of people increase vitality, decrease stress 
and sculpt the body of their dreams. Each level of the HLC 
Program looks in increasing detail at the underlying causes 
of disease and stress, considering the body as a "system of 
systems." Using a coaching model, you will learn how these 
causes are preventable through healthy eating habits, lifestyle 

management and different types of exercise. You’ll understand why every meal, 
every bout of exercise and every late night has a hormonal consequence. You’ll be 
given tools, such as in-depth questionnaires, to assess your clients and allow you to 
determine their readiness for change. This program exceeds anything you will learn 
in any other “wellness course” ... this is Holistic Lifestyle Coaching the CHEK way!

CHEK Golf Performance Specialist

The CHEK System is designed to address golf-specific condi-
tioning, improve performance and reduce the risk of injury. 
Consisting of three intensive days of theoretical and hands-on 
training, the program is based on the same techniques used 
by Paul Chek, author of The Golf Biomechanic’s Manual. and 
the C.H.E.K Faculty with their clients, including some of the 
top PGA and LPGA players on tour today. 

OTHER C.H.E.K INSTITUTE 
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10 OTHER C.H.E.K INSTITUTE 
PROGRAMS

C.H.E.K Practitioner Program
The Corrective High-performance Exercise Kinesiology 
Practitioner Program is designed to produce the fin-
est and most highly trained exercise practitioners and 
strength and conditioning specialists in the world. Un-
like any other program for exercise professionals, the 
C.H.E.K Practitioner Program is completed in four blocks 
of intensive modules, taught in a small group forum. 
Once you complete the CHEK Exercise Coach Program 

and pass the exam, you will have completed one of the prerequisites for the 
C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 1.

CHEK Exercise Coach 
(prerequisites: Program Design course; 

Scientific Core Conditioning course; Scientific Back Training course; How to Eat, Move 
and Be Healthy!; Movement that Matters)

C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 1 (CP1)
(prerequisites: CHEK Exercise Coach; Flatten Your Abs Forever DVD; 
Advanced Program Design course; Equal, But Not the Same course)

C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 2 (CP2)
(prerequisites: C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 1; Dynamic Medicine Ball Training course; Swiss 

Ball Training course; Advanced Swiss Ball Training for Rehabilitation course)

C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 3 (CP3)
(prerequisites: C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 2; Scientific Shoulder Training course; 

2-10 Case Histories) plus suggested reading materials

C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 4 (CP4)
(prerequisites: C.H.E.K Practitioner Level 3; 2-10 Case Histories)

plus suggested reading materials

Master C.H.E.K Practitioner
(Exams, thesis, presentation)
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YES! I am interested in the CHEK Tennis Conditioning Specialist. Please let 
me know when you are holding a course in the following area(s):

Course Location:

Name:

Address:

City:                    State:                  

Zip / Post Code:   Country:

Phone: 

E-mail:

Mail or fax to C.H.E.K Institute (address on back cover)

Space in each course is limited! 

Visit http://tiny.cc/TennisReg to register online and pay securely by  
PayPal, credit or debit card.

If you prefer to pay by bank check or wire transfer, please contact the 
C.H.E.K Institute and we will be happy to help you.

Schedules are updated regularly and available online at
www.chekinstitute.com

Interested in bringing this program to your facility?
Please call or e-mail us to find out how to arrange this!

US , Canada, UK & Australia Schedule 
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C.H.E.K Institute
380 S Melrose Dr, #415

Vista, CA 92081 USA
Toll-free: 800.552.8789
Ph: +1.760.477.2620
Fax: +1.760.477.2630
info@chekinstitute.com

www.chekinstitute.com


